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Many Thanks to all the people at Long Island City High School and at the PSAL who helped make this
meet possible - K.A.

******************************************************

The New York City Boy’s Gymnastics Programs

SCHOOLS COACHES

Long Island City High School Ken Achiron
Fernando Villegas

Alfred E. Smith High School Everett Bonan
Tracy Pederson

Bronx High School of Science Andy Diaz
Ismael Adames

DeWitt Clinton High School Omar Osorio

Fiorello LaGuardia High School Jason Gibson

John F. Kennedy High School Robert Colon
Alex Torres

Stuyvesant High School Marvin Autry

Tottenville High School Tara Raimondi
John Raimondi

Director of  PSAL: Donald Douglas  •  PSAL Sport Coordinator: Tyrone Parker •  Commissioner: Tom Franqui

Judges Pool: Bob Everett, Frank Tucci, Bruce Temple, Will  Pichardo, Samson Peng, Kevin Fung,  Frank Murphy Richard
Lo, Melvin Cross, Ramon Belliard , Charlie Sferrazza,, Dennis Bastian, Ronnie Vargas, Glen Kaviar, Etan Pearl, Dawn
Clarke, Kevin Manrique Mahir Khan, Brian Hernandez, Gloria Wilkins, Theo Perevelov, Victor Silanov;, Tony Yip (up to
2 judges may be on an event, with their scores averaged)







Congratulations 
 

To 
 

Coach Achiron 
 

And the 
 

Long Island City HS 
Boys Gymnastics Team 

 
You are true competitors and it is a pleasure 

following your season !!!!! 
 
 

Keep up the good work !!!!! 
 

Best Wishes, 
Judy and Abe Rosenstein 



Long Island City FH LaGuardia Stuyvesant Bronx Science

Akakpo , Alain  Cancar , Nicholas  Aleksey , Matthew  Alvi , Mustafa 

Astudillo , Robert  Cimino , Nicolas  Baidya , Joydeep  Blum , Mark 

Belcher , Noah  Dickinson , Angus  Flocos , Constantin  Chang , Caleb 

Berrios , Jorge  Hood , Richard  Greene , Raymond  Chen , William 

Cabrera , Jonathan  Jiang , Kevin  Lin , Cody  Chow , Jonny 

Calle Asitimbay , Andy  Kachanovsky , Mikael  Lin , Stephen  Gao , Kevin 

Carangui , Marcos  Lu , James  Liu , Edwin  Gao , Tobias 

Cordova , Vanny  Lum , Christophe  Min , Seung Ki  Josephson , Brian 

Czupryna , Przemyslaw  Mattson , Andrew  Nazaryan , Martuni  Jung , Yoon Chea 

Fajardo , Michael  Neal , Matisse  O , Seung Bin  Lee , Jason 

Goodridge , Daniel  Vera , Jeremy  Orelowitz , Aaron  Shao , Ryan 

Iraheta , Jason  Yurman , Clay  Ramadani , Enver  Singh , Gurvir 

Nunez , Andy  Zheng , Yin  Rayham , Joshua  Sun , Kevin 

Paguay , Steven  Redozubov , Gregory  Uddin , Md 

Persaud , Govinda  Tang , Vincent  Yang , Jung Won 

Rodriguez , Raul  Tottenville Wang , Jiahui  Yu , Steven 

Vela , Andres  Fishteyn , Albert  Wong , Simon  Zheng , Andy 

Villalva , Jason  Huang , Vincent  Wu , Daniel 

Wehe , Hugo  Kim , Enoch  Xu , Jackie  DeWitt Clinton

Wong , Sean  Liang , Kody  Zhang , Boqin  Acosta , Dae 

Lopez , Charles  Acosta Veras , Marcos 

Mansour , Jonathan  Addy , Jeffron 

Alfred E. Smith Nieves , Fernando  J.F.Kennedy Ali , Syed 

Cintron , Kaina  Quiles , Christophe  Escolastico , Jose Ismae  Aliahsan , Syed 

Rangel , Emmanuel  Shokry , Danny  La Hoz Pilier , Brainer  Arguelles , Alexis 

Satuye , Steven  Shokry , Jonathan  Ramirez , Robinson  Espinoza , Jesus 

Rodriguez , Roman  Omith , Ashadur 

Quezada , Edward 

THE TEAMS ‐ 2015



 

Good Luck to all the Gymnasts ! 

 

Go Bulldogs ! 

Vinicio Donato 

Class of 1952 

Long Island City HS 







V. 1.00 New York State Gymnastics Officials Association October 18, 2011
National Federation Boys Gymnastics Rules

Summary Ken Achiron
2011-2013 NYS Rules Interpreter

1. Total Score:
a. Difficulty 2.8
b. Special Requirements 1.2
c. Exercise Presentation 5.4
d. Bonus 0.6

Total:          10.0

2. Difficulty refers to the value given to each skill. To obtain
the maximum score in all events except vaulting, an exercise
must have at least 10 skills of varying value.  There must
be at least:     four A skills... 0.1 each = 0.4

        four B skills... 0.3 each = 1.2
        two C skills.... 0.6 each = 1.2

            total       =     2.8

A higher value skill always replaces a lower value skill completely. A “B” skill (0.3) can partially replace a “C” Skill
(0.6), although there is still a 0.3 deduction left.  An “A” va lue skill cannot replace a missing skill, even partially.  D skills may
replace any skill, are not required, but otherwise are rewarded with bonus. E ach skill is given a number in the Code, especially
to determine allowed repetition, which has been reduced.

3. Special Requirements  are specific types of skills that must be shown on each event.  There are three Special Requirements
on each event worth 0.4 each for a total of 1.2 on each events except vault. A skill may not fulfill more than one special
requirement each time it is performed.

4. Presentation is worth 5.4 and is based on the form and technical execution of the exercise. Deductions are made for errors
in form, execution, and general content structure (extra swings, choice of parts, lack of a commensurate dismount, etc.) Errors
in form and execution are deducted in general, as follows:

small error: 0.1
medium error: 0.2
large error: 0.4
fall off the apparatus: 0.5

If an exercise contains less than 10 parts, a deduction of 0.3 is taken for each of the first two missing parts. If there are fewer
than 8 parts, further deductions are taken at 0.5 for each missing part. When the gymnast falls off the apparatus, he is
permitted 30 seconds to remount the apparatus, however there is a  0.5 deduction for the fall.  The judge shall call time at 10,
20 and 30 seconds.  The gymnast must remount in 30 sec or the routine ends.

5. Spotting: A coach is required to spot at the Still Rings and the Horizontal Bar, (and Vault in NYC).  If the coach is not
spotting, the gymnast  may not begin his exercise. If the coach walks away after lifting the gymnast, a 2.00 team deduction is
taken after one warning per meet. In addition, a spotter may also be present at the Parallel Bars, without deduction.  If the
spotter assists the gymnast, there will be a 0.5 deduction, and the skill is not recognized if the judge feels the gymnast did not
complete the skill without the aid of the coach.  If a spotter is present at the FX or PH, there is a medium deduction, however
a spotter is permitted near the edge of the Floor Exercise mat for a D tumbling skill.

6. Vaulting: Each vault has a predetermined start score from which deductions are taken. Only one run for each vault is
allowed.  Rearward entry (roundoff onto the board) vaults are permitted provided a safety collar around the board is used and
have the same start value as the analogous rotational vault. Vaults must land at least 2.0 meters from the table not to incur a
deduction. Deductions for lack of distance are proportionate to the distance traveled.   The hips must rise in all vaults and the
gymnast land feet first. Bonus for distance on landings may begin with at least 2.5 meters and for stuck landings of vaults
with a start value of at least 9.0. Vaulting Start Values reflect differences between vaults.

7. Floor Exercise Tumbling: If 2 or more bounding saltos are connected, 3rd and each following are value raised so long as
there is at least a ½ turn or change in direction in the 3rd salto. For bounding saltos: B+B=C, B+C=D, C+C=D+C. A skill or
box in the appendix which is made up of two or more skills may not be further value raised. The combinations must be
bounding saltos in order to increase the value of a skill 

8. Repetition: All individual skills may be done a second time for credit, but not a third time for credit. Exception: On Floor, a
salto done 2x in connection for a higher value, may be done 1 more  time.  Also  on HB 3 x giant swing before dismount = -0.2.

9. Pommel Horse: Two “High B” skills directly connected = “C” value. Two “Low B” skills directly connected retain their
values. “Two “Circling C” skills connected = D value. A High B and Low B together retain value.

10. Connection Bonus is given: When neither skill has a single large error and on FX for tumbling skills, on PH for skills
connected with less than 1 circle between them, on SR for directly connected skills, on PB for direct connection of swinging
skills, on HB for connections with less than one giant between.  (See further below)



V. 1.00 New York State Gymnastics Officials Association October 18, 2011
National Federation Boys Gymnastics Rules

Summary Ken Achiron
2011-2013 NYS Rules Interpreter

11 Bonus Points:  Bonus points shall be awarded for higher levels of difficulty  and for distance of more than 2.5 meters in
Vault only when performed with good execution, as defined by no single large deduction taken.

 Up to 0.6 may be awarded for difficulty bonus as below if there is no single large deduction:
1. a. Three or more C or D parts = 0.1 each 

b. Each D skill will receive = 0.2
2. Connection Bonus

a. C+C combinations will receive: =  0.1
b. C+D combinations will receive =  0.1 (+0.2 for the D skill itself, therefore a total of: 0.3)
c. D+D combinations will receive =  0.1 (+0.2 for each of the D skills, therefore a total of 0.5)

3. Stick Bonus: A stuck landing of a B, C or D dismount, or vault with a 9.0 or higher start value =  0.1
4.   Vault: Bonus for distance: up to 0.2 for landings that exceed 2.5 meters in distance, plus stick bonus above.

(No routine may earn more than 0.6 in bonus, no start value may be over 10.0)

SPECIAL REQUIREMENTS
Floor Exercise
1. One tumbling series, fwd or bwd, including a “C” tumbling skill (see series below)
2. One tumbling series in the opposite direction of number 1 above with a least a “B” skill (see series below)
3. One strength part - at least “B” value
Pommel Horse
1. Two scissors in any connection.
2. Double leg circle skill of at least B value, excluding mount/dismount (must start from circle or rear support).
3. Additional double leg skill of at least B value (may include the dismount).
Still Rings
1. One static strength skill of at least “B” value.
2. One handstand executed with swing (hold 2 sec.).
3. One handstand executed with strength any value (hold 2 sec.).
Parallel Bars
1. One skill, at least “B” value in which both hands are free of the bars, then regrasp with one or both hands.
2. One skill done in or through the handstand.
3. One skill on two rails in or through a hang.
Horizontal Bar
1. One in-bar skill of at least “B” value.
2. A “B” skill performed directly into, through, or out of a skill performed with dorsal suspension or cubital grip with

both hands, while passing through the lower vertical.
3. A “B” skill in which both hands are free of the bar, lift, then regrasp with one or both hands.
Notes:
1. Deduct 0.4 for each missing requirement up to a maximum of 1.2 points on each routine.
2. FX: A series is defined as two or more consecutive skills.
3. PH: 2 high B skills, wo.i.c. = C, 2 “C “circling skills wo.i.c.= D, see code for exceptions (DSB 2x =D)
4. PBars may not be raised above specified height unless the feet hit the mat when swinging in an upper arm hang.
5. Two consecutive release skills increases the second skill on HB provided the first is at least a “C”.

Selected Vaulting Values

7.0 / 7.6 8.0 8.4 8.6 9.0 / 9.2 9.4 9.6 9.8

Straddle
Squat
Straddle ½

Roundoff
Stoop

Stoop ½ t
Handspring or
Yamashita or
(either w ½
tw)
Hspg side 3/4 t
½  on hspg off
Hecht & ½ t

1/1 Hspg off
full on-half off
half on-full off
Stoop 1/1 t

Hspg 1/1 t
Hspg side 5/4
1/1 on 1/1 off
 

9.2
Tsuk Tuck

Hspg 1½ t
Hspg front tu
Cuervo tuck
Tsuk Pike
Tsuk tu w ½

Hspg 2/1 t
hspg pik ft
hspg pik ft ½ 
Tsuk st & w½
Cuervo Pike
Kas tuck

Tsuk 1/1 lay
tsuk 1 ½ tw
Tsuk 2/1 tw
Cuervo str
Kas pike/str

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Source: National Federation 2011-2013 Boys Gymnastics Rules
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Good	Luck	to	all	of	the	Competitors!	
	
More	great	Gymnastics	February	21‐22!	

	

	
	

HCZ	Harlem	Armory		
	142nd	Street	between	Lenox	and	5th	Ave	

Free	admission	
	

http://www.harleminvitational.com	
	

WHFNY.ORG	





9.11.01

Carlos Lillo
E.M.S.

Co-Captain 1981- 1982
Carlos competed in the First Annual

Long Island City Invitational



Team Score

School Total

Long Island City

Alfred E. Smith

Bronx Science

DeWitt Clinton

F.H. LaGuardia

J.F. Kennedy

Stuyvesant

Tottenville

Top 3 scores on each event count for each team.








